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At the office of the Grapevine, the Dunlop office and the doors were all locked when the editor arrived. In the office, the editor and the secretary were both busy at work. The editor was writing a story and the secretary was answering the telephone. The editor said to the secretary, "Listen, I have a story ready to go to the wire. Can you get it out?" The secretary replied, "Sure, I'll get it out. Do you want me to type it up?" The editor said, "No, I'll do it myself." The editor then walked over to the typewriter and began typing the story. The secretary watched as the editor typed. The editor typed very quickly and the secretary was impressed. The editor finished typing the story and said, "Okay, I'll send it out now." The editor then placed the story in an envelope and walked out of the office. The secretary watched as the editor walked out and said to herself, "That's a fast typist."